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Introduction
Literacy: Tricky High Frequency Words is a set of ChooseIt! 
Maker activities, supplied with the ChooseIt! Ready-mades 
program. This user guide presumes that you also have the general 
user guide for ChooseIt! Ready-mades.  

ChooseIt! Ready-mades activities are ready to be used as 
they stand, but they can also be successfully edited and further 
personalised using our ChooseIt! Maker 2 program.

Tricky High Frequency Words is a set of 30 activities designed to 
give learners plenty of practice in automatic recognition of 39 tricky 
high frequency words that are hard to learn. Words from reception 
and Year 1 and 2 word lists are targeted. Each activity consists 
of up to 21 multiple choice questions, focusing on specific words.    

This  program  can  be used  as a classroom  resource , linked  to 
individual learning programmes or as an aid with assessments and 
evidence  of learning . The  activities  are  broken  down  into  small 
steps and are suitable  for use by classes, groups and individuals . 
All  activities  encourage  successful  choice  making  without 
frustration.

All activities in the ChooseIt! Ready-mades series have the 
requirements of the learner with additional needs very much in mind 
by using consistent repetitions and simple, clear language. It is ideal 
for learners with moderate and specific learning difficulties including 
dyslexia. The program includes audio and switch access support.

Successful literacy programmes of learning should include:
•  The

 
development

 
of
 
knowledge

 
of
 
letter

 
names

 
and

 
shapes.

• 
 
The

 
understanding

 
that

 
spoken

 
words

 
are

 
composed

 
of
 
sounds

 (phonemic awareness) and that letters correspond to these 
sounds.

• 
 
Systematic

 
and

 
explicit

 
instruction

 
in
 
sound/symbol

 
relationships

 (phonics).
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The ChooseIt! Ready-mades: Literacy series supports programmes 
of learning where multi-sensory learning is paramount, giving the 
learner opportunity to use auditory, visual and kinaesthetic senses 
where possible. Specific tasks include visual recognition, matching  
and selecting. 

Children need to learn to recognise words quickly and accurately to 
read with fluency and comprehension. They need to be able to read 
and spell words unaided, automatically and consistently. The ‘rules’ 
of spelling are so complex that most children find learning to read 
and spell by only applying rigid decoding and encoding strategies 
frustrating  and  stressful . This  program  aims  to encourage  the 
learner  to hear  and  look  carefully  at the  word  and , in doing  so, 
reinforce  recognition . When  the learner  is supported  to become 
confident  with  the  activities , they  are  ideal  to  work  on 
independently and at home.   

Installation
This manual is accompanied by a general user guide for ChooseIt! 
Ready-mades. The ChooseIt! Ready-mades guide gives you help 
with installing and running this Activity Set. It also shows you how to 
use the options and how to set up switch access.
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Getting Started

To see the activities, start the ChooseIt! Ready-mades program 
and click on Literacy: Tricky High Frequency Words. You can 
scroll down using the scroll bar on the right-hand side of the screen 
to see all of the activities. 

To play an activity, tick the white box next to it and then click the Play 
button at the bottom of the screen.
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Quick Hints and Tips
Use the left and right arrow keys on the keyboard to skip 
forward or back through an activity. They can be used 
for:

•  Reviewing the content of an activity.
•  Skipping to a page more suitable for the learner.
•  Going back and trying some pages again.

Remember that learners do not need to read to play these 
activities, as all text is spoken. Learners can click on the 
loudspeaker button to hear the question again.

To make an activity easier, you can use the Prompt options to 
display the answer at the bottom of the screen.

Word Lists
The activities focus on recall of the following 39 words:

all
are
be
by
come
do
go
going
have
he
here
I
like
little
live
many
me
my
no
of

old
once
said
saw
she
so
some
the
they
there
this
to
want
was
we
what
who
you 
your
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The Activities
Each activity follows the same format over 20 or 21 pages, 
concentrating each time on three words.  The pages contain activities 
for Match the Word, Match the Word Shape, Listen and Match 
the Word, Listen and Find the Spelling, Complete the Spelling, 
Jumbles and Mix Ups and Does it Make Sense?

Activity  Words
1  I   go     are
2  go   are     come
3  I   you     was
4  you   the     come
5  of    was      me
6  the   of     my
7  she   they     no
8  me   go     are
9  you   they     no
10  was   they     we
11  we   she     my
12  no   he     all
13  all   said     to
14  going   said     to
15  many   who     here
16  he   going     like
17  who   there     do
18  many   said     my
19  here   your     saw
20  be   little     so
21  many   do     so
22  want   there     be
23  want   this     some
24  old   little     to
25  old   live     once
26  some   live     by
27  what   have     once
28  by   have     some
29  what   this     do
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Activity 1, 2, 3 - Match the Word

Choose the correct word from three 
choice boxes with audio prompts. 

Activity 4, 5, 6 - Match the Word Shape

Match the word with its correct word shape as shown in the choice 
boxes. It is assumed that multi-sensory work will be done with the 
student around word shapes, developing understanding about 
words with ‘tall’ letters and letters that go ‘below the line’. Activities 
to support word boxes include drawing the boxes away from the 
computer and having  the  learner fill  in  the correct  letters  to make 
words.
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Activity 7, 8, 9 - Listen and Match the Word

Select the word from the choice 
boxes to match the spoken target 
word. The words in the choice boxes 
can be heard on mouse rollover.

Activity 10, 11, 12 - Listen and Find the Spelling

Select the word from the choice 
boxes to match the spoken target 
word. No audio support is given in 
the choice boxes as this is a visual 
recognition activity. 

The correct target word is seen and 
heard in the reward sequence for 
reinforcement.

Activity 13, 14, 15 - Complete the Spelling

Select the missing letter from the target word. The complete word 
is heard on mouse rollover. No individual letter sounds are heard 
as this is a visual exercise aimed at completing the spelling of the 
complete target word.
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Activity 16, 17, 18 - Jumbles and Mix Ups

Choose the correct spelling from 
three jumbled words. Can the student 
easily spot the wrong spelling?

Activity 19, 20, 21 - Does it Make Sense?

This is an activity about 
comprehension and understanding 
of the word in context. Select 
the correct word to complete the 
sentence sensibly. The user has 
audio reinforcement of the missing 
word.

Monkey Fun - 16 pages

This is a short round up story, using 
some of the words learnt.
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Worksheets
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Notes
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Notes






